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This is the first in a series [20] of papers demonstrating further applications 
of the chracter-theoretic methods used in the Smith-Tyrer papers [21]; 
we deal here with certain properties of the p-local situation to which the rest 
of the work is applied. Specifically, we assume that for some odd prime p, the 
normalizer in the finite group G of a Sylow p-subgroup is a nonsplitting 
central extension of a Frobenius group with an odd-order complement. 
The methods of the succeeding papers can be applied under suitable further 
hypotheses, to determine the values on p-singular elements of the irreducible 
characters of the principal p-block of G. The main purpose of this paper is to 
show that these values in fact determine the values of the characters on 
p-regular elements; and therefore, they determine the isomorphism type of 
G/O,(G). This remarkable consequence seems to be a special feature of the 
situation here treated. Several cases of this structure have already been 
considered by Higman [14] and Garland [S]. 
In the first section, we describe the irreducible characters of the p-local 
subgroup in question. We discuss in the second section an elementary lemma 
[18, Theorem 51 on p-solvable groups, which motivates our attempt to prove 
similar results for arbitrary groups; and we also consider certain aspects 
of the p-local situation under study. In the third section, we state the precise 
information about p-singular character values we hope to obtain. The fourth 
section contains the critical calculation with class-multiplication coefficients, 
which determines the character values on p’-elements as desired. We state in 
the fifth section three particular results that we can obtain by these methods, 
the proofs of which are completed later in the series. And we conclude with 
a discussion of how the calculation can fail if the abovementioned Frobenius 
complement has even order. 
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We refer to the papers in the series [20] as [A, B, C, D]. Because of the 
computational complexity of much of the work, we shall frequently omit 
details of calculations. Some further details and examples are given in the 
appendix paper [20D], which will not be published, but will be available from 
the author (in mimeographed form) on request. 
1. CHARACTERS OF CENTRAL EXTENSIONS OF FROBENIUS GROUPS 
The study of finite simple groups has frequently led to consideration of 
Sylow p-normalizers having the structure of a Frobenius group. In at least 
some cases, the normalizer to be treated is actually a nonsplit central extension 
of a Frobenius group; see, for example, [4, 211. We wish to consider the 
structure given by: 
HYPOTHESIS 1.1. G is a Jinite group with: 
(i) G = P * S, where P is a p-group (p an odd prime) and P a G. 
(ii) S is an odd-order f-group with Z(G) = C,(S) = C,(s) for each 
SEP. 
NOTATION. We write W for the subgroup Z(G) in (ii). 
Note that (P/W) . S is a Frobenius group with kernel P/W and complement 
S. Thus G is a central extension of the p-group W by the Frobenius group 
(P/W) . S. The extension is nontrivial if W # 1, and is nonsplit if in addition 
W < P’; this is the case we are actually interested in. The results for W = 1 
are (very) well known. The rest of the section is devoted to obtaining certain 
information about the irreducible complex characters of the group G. Much 
of this can be extracted from Clifford’s theorem, and from more recent work 
in the character theory of solvable groups; the independent arguments 
required will be quite elementary. The oddness of p will be irrelevant; and 
the oddness of 1 S 1 will not always required. 
Assume Hypothesis 1.1 for the remainder of the section. 
NOTATION. Write Irr(G) for the set of irreducible characters of G; and 
similarly for subgroups. If  7 E Irr(G), then, by Clifford’s theorem [15, 
V, 17.31 the restriction 7w takes the form ~(1) . v, where ‘p s Irr( W) (since W 
is abelian, v  is linear). We define Irr(G 1 9) to be the set of q E Irr(G) such 
that qw = q(l) .q. Then the sets Irr(G 1 rp), as pl varies, partition Irr(G). We 
define Irr(P j v), and so on, analogously. Let I+$ = ls ,..., tin be the distinct 
characters of Irr(S). We may identify these characters with the characters of 
Irr(G) trivial on P. 
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LEMMA 1.2. (i) Sf; xes a unique character 5, of Irr(P j rp), andpermutes the 
others in regular orbits. 
(ii) I f  5 E Irr(P 1 p), but 5 # 5, , then cc E Irr(G 1 p)). We haoe: 
(6”)P = c 5” 
SES 
(5")s = 5(l) 'Ps (ps the regular character of S). 
(iii) There is v@ E Irr(G j ye) with (qJp = 5, . 
The (tensor product) characters (T,)& are distinct characters of Irr(G [ p)). 
This describes all the characters of Irr(G 1 v). 
Proof. Since S centralizes W, it fixes each q, and so must act on each 
Irr(P 1 v). We are in a special case of a theorem of Isaacs [17, Theorem 10.81, 
which establishes a 1 : 1 correspondence between Irr(W) and the S-fixed 
characters of Irr(P). It follows from definition of the correspondence (see [ 17, 
10.71) that the character corresponding to QJ must involve v when restricted 
to W, and so must lie in Irr(P 1 q). Isaacs’ theorem further implies that the 
permutation actions of S on the conjugacy classes of P and on Irr(P) must 
be the same. Now if any s E S# fixed a class of P outside W, it would in fact 
have to fix some element of the class (cf. Glauberman [lo, Lemma 31) 
contrary to Hypothesis 1.1; consequently, S fixes the elements of W, and 
permutes the other classes of P in regular orbits. We have accounted for 
1 W 1 characters fixed by S, so that the other characters of Irr(P) must lie 
in regular S-orbits. This proves (i). Note that we have not required I S j 
to be odd. We may obtain (i) for p = 2 (in which case S is automatically 
odd-order and metacyclic) via the analogous result of Glauberman on 
character correspondences [ 10, Theorem 5-j. See [20D, (Al)] for an independent 
proof. 
For 5 E Irr(P), we consider the inertial subgroup &(Q = {g E G: Q’ = t;}. 
We see by (i) that 1o(&) = G, and IG([) = P for 5 E Irr(P I v) but 5 # 5, . 
Then the assertions of (ii) and (iii) follow from standard Clifford theory 
[15, V, 17.12, 17.51. This accounts for all characters of Irr(G) with a con- 
stituent from Irr(P 1 v) in the restriction to P, and so gives all of Irr(G 1 v). 
LEMMA 1.3. (i) c,(l) = 6, (mod j S I), where 6, = &l. Write c,(l) = 
6, + j S j . d, (d, a nonnegative integer). 
(ii) We can choose vrn E Irr(G 1 cp) to satisfy: 
(%>P = 5, 9 (%P)wxs = dcip, #PS) + 6x4~ # Is), 
where we have written v  # CL for the character of W x S that is ~(1) * g, on W 
and 01 on S. 
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Note. For this assertion, we will require 1 S j odd, and the consequent 
structure theory for S. The case 1 S / even can also be handled, but the result 
is not so neat in form, and it is not of interest in the later sections. 
Proof. We assume first that S is cyclic. The result in this case is reasonably 
well-known; indeed, via suitable reductions we could route the proof through 
results of Berger [l, (IV. 15)], Dade [6, Theorem 5.51, or Isaacs [17, (5.7)]. 
However, it seems simpler to make a more elementary independent argument 
in our special case. 
Suppose we have W <L < K < P with L, K a G and S irreducible on 
K/L. By applying Lemma 1.2 to L and K, we can find unique S-invariant 
characters 8, 5 of Irr(L 1 p), Irr(K / 9)). We will show ((1)/0(l) = fl 
(mod 1 S I). This standard situation is described by Isaacs [16, Proposition 
3(2)]. Note that 5 is a constituent of OK: for the induced character is fixed by S, 
and the number of its irreducible constituents is a power of p, so by 1.2(i) 
at least one must be fixed by S. Now, any one of three situations could occur. 
We might have r3K = 5, giving <(1)/6(l) = / K : L 1 = 1 (mod I S I). We might 
have cr. = 8, in which case degrees are equal. Finally, we might have 
CL = c . 0, with c2 = I K : L I. In this last case, it is fairly well known (see 
[17, Sect. 21, for instance) that S fixes a nondegenerate alternating bilinear 
form on K/L. Now, standard facts about cyclic irreducible symplectic actions 
[15, II, 9.231 yield c = --I (mod I S I). 0 ur assertion is proved in all cases. 
We can now take a chain W = P,, < PI < ... < P, = P, with each 
Pi 9 G, and S irreducible on each quotient P,,,/P, . I f  v  = [,, , [i ,..., 5, = 5, 
are the unique S-invariant characters of the {Irr(P, j v)}, applying the previous 
paragraph to each factor yields c,(l) = &l (mod / S I). 
Now we release the assumption that S is cyclic. In view of the above, 
we can apply the result for any cyclic subgroup Q of S to get c,(l) = fl 
(mod j Q I). I f  q and r are distinct primes dividing 1 S I, we can choose Q to be 
(successively) a Sylow q-group, a subgroup of order qy, and a Sylow r-group. 
Comparing the resulting congruences for all pairs (q, Y) (the primes are odd) 
yields a single value of 6, = &l with {,(I) = 6, (mod 1 S I). So (i) is proved 
in general. 
It is now easy to establish (ii). The two relations given there agree on W, 
and define rlrn as a class-function on G. (For further details, see [20D, (A2)].) 
Observe that a q-elementary subgroup of G, for any prime q, must be contained 
(up to conjugacy) in P or in W x S; it follows then from Brauer’s charac- 
terization of characters [15, V.19.31 that rlrn is a generalized character of G. 
We note that 7,(l) > 0, and conclude that qa is irreducible by calculating 
xzeC 1 ~,Jx)/* = ] G j with the values given in (ii). This completes the proof of 
(ii), and of Lemma 1.3. 
We make a few elementary remarks. For 9) = lw , we have <i = 1, , so 
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that 6, = 1 and d, = 0. For v # lw , we will get &,( 1) > 1 whenever 
W < P’, the case of a nonsplit extension; and then d, is a positive even 
integer, sincep and 1 S [ are odd. 
For the next lemma, we make the additional assumption that P’ < W, so 
that P has nilpotence class <2. This is the case in which character values 
are easiest to work with. Under this assumption, fix some v: 
NOTATION. Let P, denote the quotient P/(P’ n ker v), 2, = Z(P,), and 
Y, = [Z, , S], so that 2, = Y, x W (Cppi(S) = iV, the image in P, of W). 
LEMMA 1.4. Assume Hypothesis 1.1 with P’ < W and the above notation. 
(i) The characters of Irr(P 1 p’) vanish ofi.& , and have a common degree 
[,( 1) such that &,(l)” = 1 P, : 2, I. 
(ii) 
Then 
If 5 E Irr(P I y), denote 5 by tQe ;f5 Izp, = 5,(1)(~ # @for B E Irr(Y,). 
Irr(P 1 p’) = {lQe: 0 E Irr(Y,)). 
Proof. Note that P’ n ker v is already trivial in P, , so that if [ E Irr(P ( v), 
then Z(P/ker 5) is the image in P,/ker 1 of 2, = Z(P,). Now (i) is an easy 
calculation; see the elementary lemmas of Berger [l, III.1 and 111.21. Since 
degrees in Irr(P 1 p’) are equal, the notation &,( 1) is consistent with the usage in 
Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3. 
Given 5 E Irr(P 1 v), some 19 E Irr(Y,) is determined as in (ii), by (i) and 
Clifford’s theorem. The notation [ me identifies the character uniquely. All 
8 E Irr( Y,) must appear in this way, in order to get 
(the sum is just the contribution of Irr(P I F) to &rr(P) [(I)” = 1 P I). 
This proves Lemma 1.4. We note in passing that the unique S-invariant 
character 5, of Irr(P 1 ‘p) is 5,’ in the present notation (here we write 1 for the 
trivial character lv,). 
Now we work again without the assumption P’ < W. We shall consider the 
complex space of class functions on G vanishing on $-elements. 
NOTATION. V = complex space of class functions on G vanishing on 
p’ elements. Vi = complex space of class functions on G vanishing off P - W. 
Irr(P I 9~)” = Irr(P I v) - (5,). 
Irr(G I v)# = Irr(G 1~) - {Q,~,..., T,“}. 
Note that Irr(P I q)# (therefore, Irr(G [ v)+-)“) may be empty in case y # 1. 
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For IJJ = 1, Irr(P 1 I)# must contain some nonprincipal linear characters of P. 
Let 
With this notation we have: 
LEMMA 1.5. The following system provides a basis for V: 
(1.5) (i) For each v  and each 77 E Irr(G 1 v)#, an olwi deJined by 
(71(1)/%(1))P, - 179 in cae ~(1) 3 7].dl), 
Or 
Pm - b?~(w?(1))% othe9wise. 
(ii) For each q~ # 1 and each i # 1, a /3vi defined by 
(94(l) . rlll - rll? - ulw) . To1 - %Ji)* 
(iii) For each 9) # 1, a y@ dejined by 
r;,(l) .P1- Pe. 
Furthermore, the {cx,“} of(i) provide a basis fw the space V, . 
Note. The two forms in (i) differ only by a constant multiple; they are 
distinguished in order to guarantee that OL,~ is a generalized character. The 
first case ~(1) > ~~(1) occurs always in the optimal situation of Lemma 1.4. 
The other case may also occur: an example provided by I. M. Isaacs appears 
in [20D, (A3)]. 
Proof. One verifies directly from the definitions that these generalized 
characters vanish on PI-elements, and that the (cs,“} in fact vanish off P - W. 
Note that n(the class number of S) is the number ofp’-classes of G. If r is the 
class number of G, it is clear that dime(V) = r - n, and din-+( VI) = 
r - 1 W 1 n. We verify by counting that the system (1.5) has r - n elements, 
and there are r - 1 W 1 n of the (a,“}. It is easy [20D, (A4)] to deduce from 
the linear independence of Irr(G) that the given system is linearly inde- 
pendent. This proves Lemma 1.5. 
We also wish to discuss a method of expressing values of characters on 
p-singular elements in terms of the system (1.5). What follows is standard in 
the theory of “special classes” [13], and is reproduced here because of its 
usefulness in later applications. From the definitions, we may extract a 
matrix (au,) of coefficients defined by 01 = &rr(c) a,, * T, 01 an element of 
the system (1.5). We chose the {CX} to be generalized characters, so the 
{a,,} lie in Z. If g is a p-singular element of G, we define the class function 
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f, by Cnsrrr(o) f(g) * 7. Then the cf,> give another basis for I’, and the 
{f,: g E P - W} a basis for V, . The matrix (c~J of change of basis is defined 
by: 
f, = c %I * % g a p-singular element of G. U-6) 
a 
In view of the linear independence of Irr(G), the definitions of (csa) and (a,) 
imply that 
This last is the property we use in applications. We can exhibit the matrix 
(c,) in table form: 
g of type: 
XEP- w 
WEW# W&WE W,SES# 
V, 0 - IPzWI q(m) 
L(l) 
The two cases for 4” correspond to the cases, depending on 7(l), in (IS)(i). 
Since the {c,,> are uniquely determined, it suffices to show they satisfy (1.6); 
details of this routine verification are omitted. We have a similar theory for 
Vr,ifin(1.6)-(1.8)werestrictgtoP- Wandoltothe(ar,n}. 
We also require a discussion of certain implications of the modular character 
theory of G. It is standard [2, (9F) and (12A)] that a group satisfying Hypo- 
thesis 1.1 has only the principal p-block, and its irreducible Brauer characters 
are the characters {t,$} of G trivial on P. It is natural to use these characters 
({pi} in our notation) as a basic set for G; we write 4 , . . . , d, for the associated 
decomposition columns. The conjugacy classes of S give representatives for 
the $-classes of G; so the decomposition number di, is just the multiplicity 
(Q , #JS . We can read off these values from Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3; for 
7 E Irr(G 1 p’) and j = l,..., n we have: 
din = (4 + % * %3)+3,(l) 
= #3(l) * Ml)/1 s I> 
This yields a Cartan matrix for G: 
if 7 = 7m+ 
if 77 E Irr(G 1 F)#. (1.9) 
cij = 1 w 1 ( IP:Wl-1 ISI + b3) h(l) +4(l)? i,j = 1 ,..*, n. (1.10) 
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These values can be computed directly from (1.9); or more simply by 
observing that since W < Z(G), the value of cij is 1 W / times the corre- 
sponding Cartan invariant computed in G/W [3, p. 1551. We obtain easily 
the value ((I P : W j - 1)/l S 1) + &) z,&(l) I/~( 1) from the values in (1.9) of 
di,, , where 7 is taken only from Irr(G 1 1). 
We conclude with a technical remark. A certain amount of extra notational 
complexity is required to show that the calculation of Section 4 does not 
require S to be cyclic. The character theory of a suitable nonabelian metacyclic 
group S is treated in [23, Chap. 51. It is not difficult [20D, (AS)] to use these 
facts to construct an example of the structure of Hypothesis 1.1 with S not 
cyclic. 
2. THE P-LOCAL SITUATION AND P-SOLVABLE GROUPS 
We will be interested in studying groups in which the normalizer of a 
Sylow group has the structure described in the previous section. For technical 
reasons, it may be useful to replace this normalizer by a larger group which 
it covers up to p-regular core. Consequently, we study the following situation: 
HYPOTHESIS 2.1. G is a finite group, P a Sylow p-subgroup of G. There is 
a subgroup H 3 No(P) such that H/O,*(H) satisfies Hypothesis 1.1. 
It follows in fact that N(P)/O,,(N(P)) satisfies Hypothesis 1.1 also. We will 
discuss cases in which we can prove that G = O,(G) . H, from which it 
will follow immediately that G = O,(G) . N(P); that is, G has p-length 1. 
Ordinarily, we assume H < G; otherwise, what we want to prove already 
holds. 
To have any hope of proving such an assertion, we need to know that 
conjugacy of elements of P is in fact determined by N(P). For examples of 
why this is required, see [19, Introduction]. For P < K < G, we say K 
controls p-fusion in G if, whenever we have A, B C P with A0 = B for some 
g E G, we can always write g = c . k for c E C(A), k E K. We will always want 
to assume in addition to Hypothesis 2.1: 
HYPOTHESIS 2.2. N(P) controls p-fusion in G. 
This really means that conjugacy of subsets of P is effected by the com- 
plement S of Hypothesis 1 .l. We now indicate a consequence of control of 
fusion. For P < K < G, we say K controls p-transfer in G if the focal sub- 
groups P n K’ and P n G’ are equal. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose N(P) controls p-jusion in G. Then for P < K < G, 
N,(P) controls p-transfer in K. 
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Proof. By Grtin’s first theorem [15, IV, 3.41, P n K’ = (P n N,(P)‘, 
P n (P’)? K E K). From control of fusion, we see P n (P’)” < P’. The 
result follows. 
We use this in the following way: Suppose G satisfies Hypotheses 2.1 and 
2.2, and P < K < G. Then, if N,(P) 4 P * C(P), we see by 2.1 that 
P < N,(P)’ < K so that OP(K) = K. In the other case, we get P n K’ = 
P n N,(P)’ = P’, and then K is p-nilpotent by Tate’s theorem [15, IV, 4.71. 
Note that our usage of “control” is not standard. For a treatment of control 
of transfer and fusion, with the usual terminology of conjugacy functors, see 
[l 1, Sect. 3-81. In that terminology, the situation of 2.2 and 2.3 is expressed as 
“the identity functor controls transfer and fusion” in the relevant subgroups. 
For the focal subgroup, see also [12, Chap. 7, Sect. 31. 
We now state [18, Theorem 51, which arose originally from work of this 
kind; its relevance will be apparent. 
PROPOSITION. Let G be a finite p-solvable group, let P be a Sylow p-subgroup 
of G. Suppose: (1) N(P)/P . C(P) g S, where each s E S# acts jixed-point 
freely on PIP’; 
(2) NX(P) controlsp-transfer in K = Op’(G). 
Then G = O,,(G) . N(P). 
We observe that if a p-solvable group satisfies Hypotheses 2.1 and 2.2, it 
will also (in view of Lemma 2.3) satisfy the hypotheses of the Proposition, 
with p and [ S 1 odd. The proof of this result in [18] is elementary; if it were 
not, there would be little percentage in trying to get analogous p-length 1 
results for arbitrary groups satisfying Hypotheses 2.1 and 2.2. 
From the preceding section (and from the following sections) one might 
be tempted to think that the only relevance of the Frobenius action of S on 
P/W is to make the character theory easy to handle; but it is in fact critical 
at this point. Indeed, it is not difficult to construct groups of p-length greater 
than 1, satisfying all the requirements of (1) and (2) above, except that the 
action of S is groupwise rather then elementwise fixed-point-free. An example 
is provided in [18]. 
We now indicate two consequences of control of fusion by N(P), of some 
technical interest. The proofs are elementary, and the first appears to be 
well known. However, they do not seem to appear explicitly in the literature. 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose P E Sylp(G), G a jinite group, and N(P) controls 
p-fusion in G. Then: 
(i) Subsets A C P are extremal; that is, N,(A) E Syl,(N(A)). 
(ii) If H is a p-local subgroup N(A) for A C P, then N,(P) controls 
p-fusion in H. 
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Proof. (i) Let Q E Syl,(N(A)). For some g E G, P > Qg > Ag. By 
control of fusion, A” = An for rz E N(P). But now Qg”-’ < P n N(A). 
(ii) With H = N(A), we consider fusion of subsets of Q = N,(A), 
which is a Sylow p-subgroup of H by (i). Suppose B, Bg < Q for g E N(A). 
Let C = (A, B} so that Co = {A, B}g < Q < P. As Glauberman remarks 
[ll, pp. 13-141, our hypothesis implies we can find 71 E N(P) with cn = cg for 
each c E C; so 12 E H. Thus, g = xn with x E C,(B), n E N,(P). 
Clearly, we can apply Lemma 2.4 under Hypotheses 2.1 and 2.2. 
We conclude the section by deducing certain features of the local situation 
that need to be specified prior to applying the methods of [20B]. 
LEMMA 2.5. Assume Hypotheses 2.1 and 2.2. Then: 
(i) Each element of W is weakly closed in P with respect o G. 
(ii) For x E P - W, we have C(x) = O,,(C(x)) . C&v); in particular, 
C(x) is p-nilpotent. 
Proof. (i) Let w E W. By 2.2, any G-conjugate of w in P is an N(P)- 
conjugate; and by 2.1, W < Z(N(P)). 
(ii) The proof is essentially that of [21, I, Lemma 2.51. Let C = C(X), 
and Q = C,(X), so that Q E Syl,(C) by Lemma 2.4(i). Note that by Hypo- 
thesis 2.1, CN&x) = C(P) . Q. Now, by Lemmas 2.4(ii) and 2.3, Q n C’ = 
Q n CNtP)(x) = Q’. It follows by Tate’s theorem that C is p-nilpotent. 
3. THE NECESSARY P-SINGULAR COLUMNS 
We now state the exact form of the character-theoretic information we 
hope to obtain by applying the methods of [20B] to the p-local situation 
considered in the previous two sections. We develop this first in Brauer’s 
column notation, as in [20B, Sect. 21. In the rest of the section, we show tha- 
the same information can be obtained from the more standard character 
isometry approach of [20B, Sect. 11. 
Note. We adopt the usual convention that when we refer to irreducible 
x E B, we may actually be dealing with the negative of an irreducible character. 
The quadratic calculations to follow will not be affected by this possible sign 
ambiguity. 
By a column for G, we mean a column of complex numbers indexed by the 
irreducible characters x of the principal p-block B of G; for instance, the 
column for g E G is the column of values {x(g): x E B}. A similar definition can 
be made for subgroups; in particular for H of Hypothesis 2.1, with principal 
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p-block denoted by b. Since H/O,,(H) is p-closed and corefree, the irreducible 
characters of b can be identified with those of the group P * S of Section 1. 
We shall wish to establish: 
HYPOTHESIS 3.1. Hypotheses 2.1 and 2.2 hold. With that notation: 
(i) There is K < G with K = O,,(K) * C(W), and 
C(w) = Od(C(eo)) * C,(w) 
for w E W#. There is u basic set !Pl ,..., ?Pk for the principal p-block of K (hence, 
for C(W)/W), and a set of integers a, = 1, a2 ,..., ak with Y,(x) = ai for 
xeP- Wandeachi. 
(ii) The irreducible characters of B are described by the system 
{xai: i = l,..., k; Q E Irr( W)} 
and 
(x,: 7j E Irr(P * S 1 IJI)#, p E Irr( IV)}. 
(iii) We apply the theory of [20B, Sect. 21, with H the distinguished 
subgroup, and A = {g E H, p-part of g conjugate to x E P - W}. Then, for 
01 = CL,~, the nonzero entries in the column 01* (with xth entry (xH , 01)~) aregiven 
by (in me q(1) > q&l)): 
ffx * = WYPw(lN * ai Y if x = x,j 
= -1, if x=xn. 
In case r](l) < ?,(I), the corresponding values are {ai , --p,(l)/r](l)). 
(iv) We apply the theory of the columns E,Q of [20B, Sect. 31, with K the 
distinguished subgroup. The nonzero entries are given by 
Ej”, = + if x = xii, 
= a,uj * d, + 6, . sij if x = xwi (‘p f 11, 
= -(71(1)/l S I) * aj if x =X71forr]EIrr(P*Sj I)#, 
= (71(1)/l S I) * 9 if x = x,for 7) E Irr(P - S I y)# (p’ # 1). 
Note. For the concept of basic set, see [3, Sect. 51. 
We remark that the information in Hypothesis 3.1 is equivalent to deter- 
mining generalized decomposition columns corresponding to elements of P#. 
For, in view of [20B, Sect. 21, the columns in (iii) determine the column of 
X(X), x E P - W, and in view of Lemma 2.5(ii), this column is the same as 
the generalized decomposition column Dx [3, Sect. 3, Corollary 5]. Further- 
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more, by [20B, (3.4)], th e columns in (iv) determine the columns Dizu 
(w E II’+) with respect to a suitable basic set q, ,..., qk for the principal 
p-block of C(w). 
One should compare the values of a,* = (xa , a)H in (iii) with the values 
of aan = (01, T)~ in (1.5)(iii). Th ese are identical for the “exceptional” X~ 
corresponding to the 7 E Irr(P . S / v)#. An important technical feature to 
notice is that Hypothesis 3.1 does not require such an identity for the 
K j W j characters {xvi} corresponding roughly to the n j W 1 characters 
{q,$}. Indeed, there seems to be no general way of establishing a 1 : 1 
correspondence here (except in case n = 3). That this does not interfere with 
a calculation like that of Section 4 was demonstrated by Higman in [14]. 
We have stated Hypothesis 3.1 in terms of columns; the general problems 
respond conveniently to this approach for at least part of the work: namely, 
the case W < Z(G) when we must take K = G. In other cases, however, 
we may take K = H; and then character and column points of view are 
equally suitable. We indicate first how the character approach can be used to 
generate the columns of 3.l(iii), regardless of choice of K. 
HYPOTHESIS 3.2. Hypothesis 3.1 holds, but with (iii) replaced by: 
(iii*) We apply the theory of the isometry 7 [20B, Sect. 11, with Hand A 
as in 3.l(iii). The values of the coeficients {b,,} for a = a,~ (dejned by (11~ = 
CXEB b,, . x) are given by the corresponding column values {a,*) in Hypothesis 
3.l(iii). 
Note. We show in [20B, Sect. 21 that the definitions of 01~ and (II* imply 
L = ax *. Thus, Hypotheses 3.1 and 3.2 are equivalent. 
Finally, we state the special case of the above hypotheses that we try to 
obtain when K = H, and we can accomplish all our work from the standpoint 
of character isometries. 
HYPOTHESIS 3.3. Parts (i)-(iii) of Hypothesis 3.1 (OY, (i)-(iii*) of Hypothesis 
3.2) hold. We have the following additional information: We can take K = H. 
We can apply the methods of [20B, Sect. I] with Has the distinguisked subgroup, 
and A = {p-singular elements of H>. We have k = n in 3.1(i), and the basic set 
{Yl 9.S.Y Y,,} may be identified with the characters {I,$ ,... , z,&,} of P * S trivial on 
P; in particular, a, = &( 1) for each i. Also: 
(iv*) The nonzero coeficients b,, for p in (1 S)(ii) und b,, for y in (1 S)(iii) 
are given by 
4+. = aen and 4, = a,, s 
whenever thepair (x, 7) is of theform (x,~, vmi); OY (x, , v) with 7 E Irr(P * S 1 p))* 
for some ‘p. 
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We wish to show that Hypothesis 3.3 implies Hypothesis 3.1; it is enough 
to show that 3.1(iv) is implied. Observe that in Hypothesis 3.3 we now have 
a natural 1 : 1 correspondence between the irreducible characters of B and 
those of 6; we shall denote this by xt) 7. We have the condition 3.2(iii*), and 
since ai = I+$( 1) for each i, we see that 
h, = %, when x+-+7, 
for all the generalized characters of the system (1.5). As we indicate in 
[20B, Sect. 11, this implies 
x(g) = rlk) when xt) T, (3.4) 
for each p-singular element g of H. Now H = K; thus for each w E ?V#, 
C,(w) is covered, up to p-regular core, by the group P . S; and so has a basic 
set for its principal p-block that may be identified with {& ,..., z&}. Let 
d,“,..., d,” be the corresponding generalized decomposition columns for H. 
From (3.4) and ?Pi Is = I+$ we conclude 
Di”, = di”, when x-77. (3.5) 
It is easy to check that with values of (d,,,} from (1.9): 
d: = 4, . cp(4, where r] E Irr(P . S 1 p)). (3.6) 
Now, in [20B, Sect. 31 we exhibit the column Eiq as: 
Ei~ = (l/j WI) 1 Diw(q(w) - 1). 
wow* 
With the values supplied by (3.5) and (3.6), we quickly compute that the 
column Eiv has the values required by Hypothesis 3.l(iv). 
4. THE CLASS-CONSTANT CALCULATION 
The basic technical result of this section is: 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose G satis$es hypotheses 2.1,2.2, and 3.1 with p odd and 
1 # W < P’. Then e-very involution of G lies in O,,(G). 
This leads immediately to the main result of the paper: 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose G satisfies Hypotheses 2.1, 2.2, and 3.1 with p odd 
and 1 # W < P’. Then G = O,(G) + N(P). 
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For suppose Lemma 4.1 holds. One checks that Hypotheses 2.1 and 2.2 
hold for the quotient G = G/O,(G); and G is solvable by Feit-Thompson [7]. 
Now [18, Proposition 21, which we stated in Section 2, implies G = N(P). 
Theorem 4.2 follows. 
Therefore, we turn to the proof of Lemma 4.1. 
(a) Let t be an involution of G (if no such t exists, there is nothing to 
prove). We claim there can never be conjugates t’, t” of t such that t’t” = wh 
with w E W#, h a $-element of C(w). If there were, then (t’, t”) would have 
to be a dihedral group, with t’ and t” inverting wh, and hence, inverting the 
p-part w; contrary to Lemma 2.5(i). (This is why we can only be interested in 
the case p odd.) We see that the associated class-algebra multiplication 
coefficient must vanish. The character-theoretic expression for this is 
C (xW/x(l>> %wh) = 0, 
the sum running over all characters of Irr(G). Since the expression holds for 
all p’-elements h in C(w), we have by block orthogonality that the sum over 
all x E B also vanishes, and this yields (cf. [3, II, Proposition 41) an expression 
L-B (XW2/X(lN at = 09 (4.3) 
in terms of generalized decomposition columns. As in [20B], it is convenient 
to adopt the column inner product notation of Brauer [3, II, Sect. V]: Thus, 
if C, , C, are columns for G as defined in the previous section, then the inner 
product (C, , C2)c is given by xXEB C,C2,, . Since 1 and t lie in p-sections 
other than that of wh, we have [3, I, (5.12)]: 
(deg, wJz)~ = 0 = (t, wh)C. 
Here we have written “deg” instead of “1” for the column of character 
degrees. We conclude as above that 
(deg, Di”)” = 0 = (t, Diw)‘- (4.4) 
Let (t - 1 * t - l)/deg be the column with xth entry [x(t) - ~(l)]~/x(l). 
Then from (4.3) and (4.4) we get 
((t - 1 * t - I)/deg, Diw)” = 0. 
Since the columns E$Q’ are @-linear combinations of the Dtw, we conclude: 
(t - 1 . t - l/deg, E$o))~ = 0. (4.5) 
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Equations (4.5) as v and i vary give us a set of diagonal quadratic forms, 
with coefficient E,“,/x(l) for the variable x(t) - x(l), which must represent 
zero simultaneously. We try to show that the only possibility is the zero 
solution, namely, x(t) = x( 1) for all x E B. For this entails (even if any given x 
refers to the negative of an irreducible character) that t is in the kernel of all 
the irreducible characters of the principal p-block of G, whence t E O,(G) 
[3, I, Theorem I]. The forms are not in general definite, so there is some work 
to be done. 
(b) In the previous remarks, we produced quadratic forms on a space 
with dimension equal to the number of irreducible characters in B. Now the 
column values in Hypothesis 3.1 will reduce us to considering forms in K 
dimensions (K is the size of the basic set). 
To get this, we first show that the p-singular columns of Hypothesis 3.1 
induce some relations among the unknown+regular columns. Write U for the 
complex space spanned by the given p-singular columns. If g is a #-element 
and h is any p-singular element, we have (g, /z)~ = 0; so that g must lie in V, 
the orthogonal complement to U with respect to (., .)” in the space Wspanned 
by the columns corresponding to elements of G. Now, dime(W) is the 
same as the number of irreducible characters of B; if we write m for 
C, 1 Irr(P . S 1 cp)# /, then in view of Hypothesis 3.l(ii), this dimension is 
m + k / W 1. We observe that 3.l(iii) and (iv) provide m + k(I W 1 - 1) 
linearly independent columns, so that dimc( Ul) = k. We claim, in fact, that 
the column for a $-element g may be completely specified by the values 
XlY&~~ x1”(g)* 
LEMMA 4.6. Let g be a $-element, and write gi for xl”(g). Then the other 
column values are given by: 
X(R) = (dl)/l s I) f ai *gi > 
i=l 
= 6, . gi + a, . d, i a, -gj , x = xsi b f  1). (4.6) 
j=l 
Proof. Clearly, the columns of form (4.6) generate a space of dimension k. 
We show it gives all of lJ1 by observing (g, c)” = 0 with the column g so 
defined, and c any column of Hypothesis 3.l(iii) or (iv). We omit the details. 
This gives Lemma 4.6. 
Now we can consider the quadratic forms of (4.5) in just the first k dimen- 
sions, corresponding to xl1 ,..., x1”. 
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(c) Our final argument considers the quadratic forms modulo powers of 
p, and we will need some basic congruence information about character 
degrees: 
LEMMA 4.7. 
Xi”(l) = ai (modlP: WI). 
Proof. In view of [20B, (2.3)], we can compute with the values OL,* of 
3.l(iii) and the c,, of (1.8), to see that xri agrees with ai . 1, on P - W. For 
WE W#, we use the values Eiq of 3.l(iv) to compute Diw; and see that 
;;:;i,= Y$(l). But Y<(l) E ai (mod 1 P. W 1) by 3.1(i). Now Lemma 4.7 
0 . 
(d) We are ready to produce the fundamental calculation. Observe from 
3.l(iv) that the column ai . Elp - E,@ (; # 1) has nonzero entries in only 
four rows: ~~1, xii, xcl, and xqi. Thus, it will be convenient to work not with 
(4.5) but with the consequent: 
((t - 1 * t - l)/deg, ui * El* - Ei~)G = 0. (4.8) 
We introduce some abbreviations to make the notation less cluttered: 
Ei = xii(t) - xii(l), E = 2 ai ’ Ei , 
i=l 
F= 5 ai.Fi. 
i=l 
Now, (4.8) can be written out, using values from Hypothesis 3.1 and the 
relations in Lemma 5.6: 
(4.9) 
Of course, this is simplified by our knowledge that ui = 1, Fl = 1, and 
El = 0. Furthermore, Lemma 4.7 gives us 
6, + d,F = 5,(l) 
am .Fi + a&$’ E ai * t&,(l) I (mod ’ ’ ’ w ‘I’ 
Now we exploit a technique based on ideas of Garland and Higman. In (4.9), 
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we clear denominators, divide by the p-part of al if necessary, and reduce the 
resulting equations to congruences modulo 1 P : W 1. The result is 
0 = &,( 1)2Et + a,26&,( l)(d,E)2 - S&(1)&E, + u,~,E)~ (mod 1 P : W I). 
Since t;,(l)” 1 / P : W I, this congruence leads to 
ai2dQ2E2 = (S,E, + a,d,E)e (mod i-,(l)) (4.10) 
which implies 
E,(E, + 2a$,d,E) = 0 (mod 5,(l)). (4.11) 
Now, we can assume that not all Ei = 0. For if all Ei = 0, then t E ker x 
for all x E B in view of Lemma 4.6; yielding t E O,(G), as we set out to 
prove. Similarly, we can assume not all Ei = 0 (modp): for if all Ei = 0 
(mod p), we can set Ei = pa * E,‘, where pa is the power of p common to all 
Ei (defined since not all Ei = 0). Th en, we can remove a common factor of 
pzO from all terms of (4.9), and obtain (4.11) with Ei’ in place of Ei , and not 
all Ei’ = 0 (modp). Finally, we can assume E + (0) (modp); otherwise, we 
have by (4.11) that all Ei = 0 (modp). 
We can now establish: 
LEMMA 4.12. For any i: either aiE, = 0 (mod c,(l)), or 
aiEi G -28, . ai2d,A (mod sm. 
Proof. Certainly this holds for i = 1 as El = 0. So fix i # 1, and let 
x = 1 ai I9 be the p-part of ui . Since K 3 2, we have ai2 < 1 S I. We are 
working with W < P’ and p # 1 w, so that d, > 2, as remarked in Section 1. 
From [,( 1) = d, . I S j + 6,; we can certainly conclude x2 < t,(l). Now 
E E 0 (mod p), so from (4.10) we conclude that x is the p-part of S,E, + a,d,E 
also. Thus, x I Ei , and 8, . (Et/x) + (uJz++) d,E + 0 (modp). SO we can 
replace (4.10) by 
(5)” d,2E2 T (,& .% + 5 d,E)’ (mod w). 
As &,(1)/x2 is an odd prime power, unit residues have at most two square 
roots. Thus: 
so that, on multiplying through by xai , we get 
6, * aiEi + atd,E = fatd,E (mod L(l)), 
which establishes Lemma 4.12. 
481/39/r-18 
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Thus, we let ii ,... , i, be those indices i with a& f  0 (mod &,( 1)). We sum 
the various relations in Lemma 4.12 over i to get 
E = -26, . d, ’ E c ai (mod L’,(l)). 
i==i, 
As E f 0 (modp), we have 
2d, c ai2 = -8, (mod 5,(l)). 
d-1 
(4.13) 
Now the term on the left of (4.13) is positive; and from xkil ui2 < 1 S 1 - 1 
and d, > 2, we can conclude: 
2d, c ai2 < 25,(l) - 8, . 
i=i, 
Thus, the only possibilities for the left-hand term of (4.13) allowed by the 
congruence are 1 (in case 6, = -1) and c,(l) - 1. The former is impossible, 
as the term must be even. If  we have the latter case, we get 
2 1 uj2=ISl, 
i-i, 
also impossible since / S 1 is odd. 
This contradiction completes the proof of Lemma 4.1. 
5. STATEMENT OF RESULTS OBTAINED IN APPLICATIONS 
In the “applications” paper [20C], we use the theory developed in [20A, B] 
to prove some structure theorems for finite groups. Specifically, we start out 
in each case with a local situation described by Hypotheses 2.1 and 2.2, so 
that the character theory of Section 1 is applicable. The work of [2OC] uses 
the methods of [20B] to establish that principal-block characters satisfy 
Hypothesis 3.1; so that the work of the previous section can be applied to 
complete the proof of the desired theorem. 
Possibly, the most interesting result obtained is: 
THEOREM A. Suppose that G satis$es Hypothesis 2.1 with P abelian and 
W = 1; and that the p-part of the Schur multiplier of N(P) is nontrivial. Then 
G = O,,(G) . N(P). 
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As in [21, II] the proof proceeds by applying the theorem of Swan [22] to 
construct a nonsplit central extension H, of a group of order p, by G. Then, 
the methods of [2OA, B] are applied to H, with W the subgroup of order p. 
The assumption above that P is abelian is made mainly for technical advan- 
tages; it is weakened in Theorem C. Since we have W < Z(H), the column 
methods of [20B, Sect. 31 are required. An interesting feature is that S is not 
required to be cyclic. 
We prove a related result: 
THEOREM B. Suppose G satisjes Hypothesis 2.1 with W = P’ # 1 (so that 
P has class 2), andfor each w E W#, we have C(w) = O,(C(w)) * N(P). Then 
G = O,,(G) . N(P). 
In this case, the group G will have much the same structure as the group H 
considered for Theorem A. One difference is that for Theorem B, the sub- 
group P’ need not have prime order as W did in the previous remark. The 
additional hypothesis on centralizers is made so that the necessary work can 
be done entirely by means of the character isometry methods of [20B, Sect. 1] 
(or, just as easily, by the column methods of [20B, Sect. 21). The restriction 
that S be cyclic, in contrast to Theorem A, is apparently forced by technical 
difficulties: That is, there is no obvious reason why Theorem B should not 
hold with the cyclic restriction removed; but the author has already spent more 
time than he can justify struggling vainly with the arithmetic. 
Theorem A may be considered the minimal case, and Theorem B the case 
in which induction may be applied, for the proof of: 
THEOREM AB. Suppose G satkfies Hypothesis 2.1 with W = P’; and in 
case W = 1, that the p-part of the Schur multiplier of G is not trivial. Then 
G = O,,(G) * N(P). 
The final result, which is of more technical interest, is: 
THEOREM C. Suppose G satisjes Hypotheses 2.1 and 2.2 with cl(P/ W) < 2, 
1 S 1 = 3 or 5, and p 3 7; and in case W = 1, that the p-part of the Schur 
multiplier of N(P) is not trivial. Then, G = O,,(G) . N(P). 
As in Theorem A, we can use results on local control of cohomology in 
case W = 1: in unpublished work, Glauberman and Alperin-Sandler 
(independently) have shown that control of fusion implies control of coho- 
mology. This is one reason we must assume Hypothesis 2.2 for Theorem C 
(control of fusion is easily obtained in Theorems A and B). Then we work 
again with a group H which will satisfy the hypotheses with 1 # W < Z(H). 
Theorem C is intended to demonstrate the possibility of weakening the 
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assumption P/W abelian that was made for Theorem A and B. Unfortunately, 
there are technical reasons that seem to make it considerably more difficult 
to allow P/W to have class larger than 2. The relaxation of the assumption 
P/W abelian also makes it expedient to restrict S to the small orders 3 and 5, 
and also to avoid the casesp = 3, 5; all to gain certain technical advantages, 
which might in fact be unnecessary. We remark also that the proof is phrased 
entirely in terms of the column theory of [20B, Sect. 2-37; the character 
isometry methods of [20B, Sect. I] are not required. 
6. THE CASE / S 1 EVEN 
It is well known that a determination like that of Section 4 does not take 
place in general. Indeed, if we assume Hypothesis 2.1, with j S 1 assumed to 
be even, P cyclic, and W = 1, then Hypothesis 2.2 is automatic and Dade’s 
work on cyclic defect groups [5] can be quoted to obtain the relevant parts 
of Hypothesis 3.1. But of course, the information falls far short of forcing G 
to have p-length 1. So we will conclude by discussing the failure of the work of 
Section 4 in case 1 S 1 is even: By this, we mean that Hypotheses 2.1 and 2.2 
are satisfied, but now ] S 1 is even. We note that the oddness of / S 1 is used 
only in two places in Section 4: once to get d, 3 2 for v # 1; and then 
the last line, to conclude no expression &‘?, ai = & j S 1 is possible. We 
show that Hypotheses 2.1, 2.2, 3.1 may hold for a group with / S 1 even, and 
suitable character values can slip through the second loophole. (The oddness 
of 1 S j is also used in Section 1, but this will not be relevant.) 
Let H be a 3-fold covering group of A,, let P be a Sylow 3-subgroup 
of H. Then P is extra-special of exponent p and order 27; and we have 
N(P)/P . C(P) 2 S of order 4. We get the analog of Hypotheses 2.1 and 2.2 
and inspection of a character table shows that Hypothesis 3.1 holds, with 
K = 4 and a, = a2 = a3 = a, = 1. For CJI # 1, d, = 1, and 6, = -1. We 
have ai < 1;,(l) = 3; and since certainly El = 0, C& ai < 6 < 7 = 
25,(l) - 6, . So the use of d, > 2 in Section 4 (which used I S 1 odd) is 
irrelevant here. Also, J,( 1) = 3 = - 1 (mod 4) avoids the use of I S [ odd in 
Section 1. We notice that in suitable order, El 3 E, E 0 (mod 3) and Es , 
E4 + 0 (mod 3). Hence, we have {ir ,..., i,} = {3,4). And C:zi a.2 = 
l+l =2=$ISI,asallowedbySection4ifISIiseven. 
1 t 
A similar situation occurs in a 3-fold covering group of PSL(3,4), with S 
quaternion of order 8. I do not know of any similar examples for other odd 
primes. 
A final remark about the case ) S / = 2. In this case, under the analog of 
2.1, Hypotheses 2.2 and 3.1 can be established, with K = 2 and a, = a2 = 1; 
see [21]. We have just indicated that a calculation by considering quadratic 
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forms modulo powers of p is not sufficient to finish off in this case. Instead, 
one observes as in Section 4 that the column for t is described in terms of two 
characters (xl = lo , ~a}, and consequently, is determined by the single 
parameter x2(t). Letting E = x2(t) and F = xa(l), the expression (4.9) 
becomes a polynomial equation in a single indeterminate E (F being regarded 
as a constant), which can be factored to give 
d,(d, + l)(E - F)2(iF - 1) = 0. 
We have d, 3 1, so that E = F or E = 1. As in Section 2, E = F forces 
t E O,(G). If E = 1, x2 is a linear character, and can be seen via Hypothesis 3.1 
to be the only nontrivial linear character iln B. Consequently, ~a is rational, 
and j G: ker xz 1 = 2. In either case, we get G = O,(G) . N(P); by induction 
on 1 G I, or by considering the transfer in ker xa . 
The failure of the method of [21] to extend to S of order greater than 2 
(or K > 2 in Hypothesis 3.1) stems from the fact that the expressions (2.5) 
involve polynomials in more than one variable; so that the factor theorem is 
no longer available. 
Feit points out that in the case 1 S 1 even, a calculation analogous to that of 
Section 4 shows that either Lemma 4.1 holds, or that all involutions G are 
conjugate. 
Note added in proof. Recent techniques of Sibley allow us to obtain in [2OC] the 
natural generalizations of Theorems A, B, C. 
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